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The 2022-23 school year will continue to be filled
with emotional turmoil for students and staff. Under

those conditions, attempting to maximize
instructional time to help students “catch up” will not

only fail to lead to lasting academic gains, it will
increase mental health difficulties.

We first must heal the loss of spirit, optimism, and
enthusiasm that has pervaded our schools, and

hearts, since COVID. SEL/SECD points us in the
right direction. I will share some of the “road signs”

to help us get started with rebuilding staff and
students spirit during the rest of this school year,

and for the year ahead.

“Learning Loss”



• We need to address Spirit Restoration and avoid the
negative language and messaging of Learning Loss.
Kids: “Show us what we can do, not what we have ‘lost.’”



SECD helps us reach our positive purposes and helps
our valued outcomes to happen



We have to be prepared to create new pathways informed by SECD
We Must Turn our Jumbled Schoolhouses into Places

that Synergistically Promote Social-Emotional and
Character Development (SECD)

School-Wide Efforts
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What are all the things this can be?
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If people can’t
respond to this, you
might not  be able to
count on
their responses to
more Important topics.



Slippery Road

Ahead

Recognize the uncertain path all schools are on
What is SEL Telling Us Now?

What Child and Caregiver Needs– including



Yours-- Open the Door to Learning and
Mental Health?

• We need to be “seen” and “heard”
• We need to be in a place of sharing, mutual helping
and support—a climate of comfort and respect • We
need to contribute
• We need to be reassured and have optimistic future

mindedness
• We need to receive-- and to give-- caring, kindness,

help, appreciation
• We need to be understood with empathy and

compassion—to realize that we are in trauma, beset by
strong emotions and worries

What is SEL Telling Us Now?
What Child and Caregiver Needs– Including



Yours-- Open the Door to Learning and
Mental Health?

• We need to have things repeated to us patiently and  caringly,
even though we should have heard it before. We  need
more and tangible prompts/cues/reminders and
strategies and lots of reminders, please, because under
stress and high emotionality, we don’t always retrieve
what  we know, and we won’t always access our best
skills.

• We need to be engaged and have energies and talents
focused, to create tangible things we can show, touch. •
We need silliness, since we know that humor is helpful
for creativity and biologically incompatible with stress—
(Plus it is better to reduce anxiety and stress indirectly
better and more fun than anger control and stress
management)



Create a Culture of Caring,
Kindness, and Helping

• A classroom is a place where students need to be helpful,
cooperative, kind, and caring about one another.  • For 180
school days, students enter classrooms wanting  to be
successful, recognized, valued, and supported.  • With your
students, create classroom rules/norms for how  to treat one
another.
• Observe existing patterns of caring, kindness, and  helping

within your classroom. Pay particular attention to
discussing how students can help one another and seek
out help from adults in the school. Make it clear that
caring and kindness are the norm, not the exception, and
that no students are excluded from receiving and
providing these attributes.



Ask Empathic Questions
• What should you do in my class if you are feeling anxious about

an exam, assignment, or project? What should you do if you are
feeling distracted, saddened, or angered by losses in your life,
either past losses or those you are anticipating?

• When and how do you learn best? Who are the people you look
up to most, in your family, the community, in history, in various
walks of life (sports, the arts, government, science, writing, etc.)?
Why?

• What are examples of hope, heroism, and positive moral
conviction and inspiration in your lives right
now? Who or what  provides this for you
and what strengths
can you draw from them that you can apply
to
your everyday life?



Available Resources That Add In,
not On

• Fullmer, L., Bond, L., Nayman, S., Molyneaux, C., & Elias, M. J.
(2022). Students Taking Action Together: 5 Teaching Techniques
to Cultivate  SEL, Civic Engagement, and a Healthy Democracy.

ASCD. •

https://www.secdlab.org/labhighlights/2022/2/6/new-stat-book-now-

available-for-pre-order

• Elias, M. J., Murphy, N., & McClain, K. (2021). Morning Classroom
Conversations: Build Your Students’ Social-Emotional, Character
and  Communication Skills Every Day. Corwin Press.

• ** Elias, M. J., & Leverett, L. (2021). Addressing equity through



culturally responsive education and SEL. National Professional
Resources, Inc. (www.nprinc.com)

Building a Climate of Empathy, Understanding, and
Kindness Is Everyone’s Job: Use These Words!!!!

Health,
P.E.

Social Studies
Reading,
Written

Expression

Empathy/
Kindness/
Understanding

Classroom
and School



Settings;
Formal and
Informal;  Stairs,
Halls, Busses
The
Arts Math/

Other Subjects

Inspiration precedes remediation



Skills Are Essential, But Not
Enough

Stanford University psychologist William
Damon (2003, p. 9) defines noble purpose:

“stable and generalized intention to
accomplish something that is at once
meaningful to the self and of positive

consequence to the world
beyond the self”

Can we see ourselves as the igniters of our
children’s purpose, for positive character,

contribution, compassion, and citizenship?



Turn Your Students from Complainers

Inspiration Precedes Remediation

Inspiration Precedes Remediation

Orienting Truths About SEL #2:

SEL Skills Attune Students for Success in Activities

Visual and Performing Arts are Keys to to

Activists, from Bystanders to
Across all of the Arts: Creating,

Performing/Presenting, SEL- what we have



called SECD- now

Engagement, Equity
• Adolescents are entering a search that will •

Adolescents are entering a search that will

Responding, Connecting

includes Character & Purpose
Upstanders, From Defeated to

Engaged continue throughout their lives, as they

author  continue throughout their lives, as they

author

We cultivate respect for others



by focusing on diversity among

their identity through their deeds.
their identity through their deeds.

• We are nearing SEL 2.0—
• Teach your students a strategy for

addressing – Understand the Social-Emotional

competencies and

the cultures, contexts, and

EmpathySelf-Awareness
contexts that promote
resilience

embracing
character and

purpose



personal, classroom, school, community, or
artists represented in what we

Purpose and
– Learn specific techniques to help youth develop a

bring to students and by

Other Virtues
• Each of these big questions-- about purpose,

• Each of these big questions-- about purpose,

development, as well as skill

global problems or issues
ensuring they know the back

sense of positive purpose
Literacy

gifts, connection, fears, suffering, and personal



gifts, connection, fears, suffering, and personal

development.
story to the art they learn

– Review best practices for Tier 1 SEL-related

• Align with Social

Studies/Civics/History
Group

spirit– represents a connection to purpose and

spirit– represents a connection to purpose and

about.

in the Arts
interventions in
schools

Relationship



• SECD recognizes that as

human  Instruction, and Clubs

meaning and a key deterrent to problem

meaning and a key deterrent to problem

• Assign them to learn the
back

Skills

– Know how to create Tier 2 interventions based on
Emotion

story about the arts they

beings, we seek and need to be
behaviors, as well as to recovery.
behaviors, as well as to recovery.

Regulation Ethical



• State and National Social Studies

Standards are promoting positive purpose through

service and

consume all the
time.

Problem

aligned with positive, noble
contribution, using a non-deficit model.

focused on the future as informed by the past
• Rockwell’s Four Freedoms,
1943; Hank Willis

Solving

– Integrate SEL and academics in Tier 1
Thomas and Emily Shur, 2012

purpose and contribution.
• The two most important days of your life are the
• The two most important days of your life are the



https://www.secdlab.org/supplemental

• Consider running Social Action Groups instead
To be effective, SEL must be Embedded, Intentional,

Sustained lessons-1

day you were born and the day you know

why. day you were born and the day you

know why. “Inspiration precedes remediation”

of remediation groups
See the SEL-Arts Integration and Lesson Plans at SELarts.org and

ArtsEdSEL.org Mark Twain
Mark Twain

Who Am I?



• “How do I see myself?
• How do I think others see me?
• How do I see others?
• How do I want others to see me? •
What do I want others to believe is my
purpose in life?”

Who Am I? (cont’d)

• When and with whom am I at my best? •
When and with whom am I at my worst? •
What are my best abilities?



• What motivates me?
• How do peers influence me?
• Who are my best sources of help?
• How can I do more of what will help me to succeed?
• What is the connection of my answer to “Who Am
I?”, my sense of positive purpose, and how I act?

Trajectory of Purpose-Related Activities

• Level One: The Positive Purpose of a Well
Known Individual– via picture book, fiction,
biography, social studies, current events

• Level Two: The Positive Purpose of a
Personally-Known Individual– local hero,



community leader, clergy, first responder, family
members, educators

• Level Three: My Positive Purpose
• Principal Kafele https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U98d6CQbz4s

Prompts to Think and Write About
Purpose

• (1) “Write about a personal experience where
you feel that something you did made a
difference” (e.g. family, friends, school,
community, or natural environment).

• (2) “Describe how these experiences helped
give you a sense of purpose.”

• (3) “How will your continue working toward this



purpose?”
Identify Student’s Broad

Priority/Value/Law of Life
• What is one rule, or Law of Life, that you believe is

important to live your life by, that gives your life
meaning  and purpose?

• If you could change one thing about yourself, what would it
be?

• Write* about some situation or place that you think is
unfair/makes you upset/you can’t stand it.

• If we lived in a perfect world, how would people behave
differently than they do now?



*any of these can be expressed in other modalities beside writing

Formalizing goal-setting in school
toward Positive Purpose

• Set the expectation- do on a half-year or
marking period basis-- 3 goals to: • Make
myself better
• Make my classroom better
• Make my school better
• Make the wider community and world

better
Goal-setting contracts



● Step-by-step exercise
to help students
identify a goal and
make effective plans
for goal achievement

● Builds on their Laws
of Life and Positive
Purpose

● A promise students
make to themselves

● Best with a Buddy

Contract procedure rationale



• Writing down goals makes them easier to
remember

• Identifying specific steps that offer contextual
cues prompts goal-directed behavior •
Anticipating and planning for obstacles
increases likelihood of perseverance • Having a
“buddy” increases follow-through  and
generalization
Integration of Purpose/Other Virtues
into Academics: Use the Word!!!!!!!

Health/PE/ Sports



Social Studies
Language
Arts

Positive
Purpose

SECD Lessons,
Counseling

Art/Music

Math/
Science

Connect to goals and exemplars



Begin Classes with Do-Now’s and Other Skill-Activating and Orienting Approaches

Reflect on Conversations You
Have Had

• What made your best conversations
“genuine”?



• Did you feel heard/understood? Why?
• Did you want to talk to that person (or
group of people) again soon?
• What about conversations that were

non-genuine, or unsatisfying? What
was different about them?

Elements of Good Conversations

• Social etiquette: Did the participants create a
safe space, both figuratively and physically, for
communicating? For instance, was personal
space given? Was each person able to speak
without being interrupted?

• Clarity: Did participants express thoughts in a



clear manner? Were inquiries made by the
listener(s) to further expand his/her
understanding?

• Reciprocation: Were both individuals allowed
to share their “truth”? Shared vulnerability:
Were participants vulnerable about his/her
feelings?

Elements of Good Conversations

• Interest and engagement: How did I know that the
other person was interested in what I had to say?
Consider verbal communication, such as reflecting
back what was heard, and nonverbal cues, such as
eye contact and body language, to determine active
listening.

• Perspective-taking: Did all participants consider how



others’ might feel? Were all opinions recognized,
respected and validated? If power or status
differentials were present, how were they
acknowledged, monitored and potentially adjusted? •

Common ground: Were commonalities found, even
among differences?
What Are Morning Classroom Conversations?

• The MCC approach is multi-layered, with each layer equally
important to understand and integrate consistently into daily
prompts. It is designed as a metacognitive approach, to promote
executive functioning

• The underlying structure of MCCs prepares students for school and
civic engagement through four distinct dimensions (skills, virtues,
themes, and developmental progression).

• Prompts for the MCCs provide an opportunity to sharpen students’
focus on certain SEL skills, think about and internalize key



virtues that promote positive purpose, and discuss themes that
are relevant to their life in school.

• MCCs have a developmental progression, through conversations
that allow students to take ownership of the self (Better Me),
expand to think of themselves as participants in their school
community (Better School), and ultimately see how they can take
social action to impact positive change in our world (Better World).

Week  3

Week  4
When listening, we
often think of our
reply rather than
fully  hearing a
person.  How often

do you  actively
listen to  someone
else?
When you don’t,
why  not? (Skill:
Communication)

Have you ever
made  a change
that
improved your life?
What did you do
and  why did it
change  you?
(Theme:
Giving Back to

Ourselves, School
and World)
Service could be a
simple task like
holding a door or
offering an open ear
for a friend. Think of
a time that you were
serving others this
week. How did they
react? Try to notice
this more during the
rest of this week.
(Virtue: Helpful
Generosity)

If someone followed
you around the
school for 30 days,

what are the three
words they would
use to describe
you?  What if they
followed  you
around outside  of
school? Which
words would be
more  true about
you?
(Virtue: Helpful
Generosity)
Tell the class about
a  time that having
a  plan helped you
to  achieve a goal.
Why  was the plan
helpful?  (Skill:

Social Problem
Solving)

Has there been a
time someone told
you, "Because
that's  how we've
always  done it"? Is
that a  good reason
to
continue doing
something? Why or
why not? (Skill:

Social Problem
Solving)
What does an
enemy  mean to
you? Do  they have
power  over your
day-to-day  life?
Does using  force
usually
convince someone
to  not be an
enemy?  Why or
why not?  (Skill:
Social
Problem Solving)

What is reliability? If



we are not reliable,
how will this impact
our relationships?
How reliable do you
think you are?
(Virtue: Helpful

Generosity)
When was the last
time you were
proud of yourself?
In the past week,
what did you do

that made someone
else proud- were
you proud too?
(Theme: Giving
Back to Ourselves,
School and World)

What is empathy?
How do you feel
when someone

else shows
empathy toward
you? How do you
know when
someone is
showing you

empathy? (Theme:
Giving Back to
Ourselves, School
and World)

Available Resources That Add In, not On

• Fullmer, L., Bond, L., Nayman, S., Molyneaux, C., & Elias, M. J. (2022).
Students Taking Action Together: 5 Teaching Techniques to Cultivate

SEL, Civic Engagement, and a Healthy Democracy. ASCD. •

https://www.secdlab.org/labhighlights/2022/2/6/new-stat-book-now-

available-for-pre-order

• **Elias, M. J., Murphy, N., & McClain, K. (2021). Morning Classroom
Conversations: Build Your Students’ Social-Emotional, Character and
Communication Skills Every Day. Corwin Press.



• Elias, M. J., & Leverett, L. (2021). Addressing equity through culturally
responsive education and SEL. National Professional Resources, Inc.
(www.nprinc.com)

Turn Your Students from
Complainers to Activists, from

Bystanders to Upstanders, From
Defeated to Engaged

• Teach your students a strategy for
addressing  personal, classroom,
school, community, or  global problems
or issues



• Aligns with Social
Studies/Civics/History  Instruction,
Visual and Performing Arts,  English
Language Instruction, After-School
Clubs, and Counseling Groups

WHAT IS  STAT?



• Consists of SEL instructional  strategies that
are integrated  into existing academic content

• Develop skills for civil  discourse and civic
engagement like perspective taking, respectful



debate, and  solving social issues.
Focal Social-Emotional Skills Activated in the

Students Taking Action Together Approach:
The STAT 5

1. Empathy
2. Perspective
Taking
3. Communication
4. Social Problem Solving



5. Emotion Regulation
Glimpse of STAT Strategies

1. Classroom Norms  2.

Yes-No-Maybe Exercise 3.

Respectful Debate

4. P.L.A.N. (Problem
description, List of options,
Action Plan, and Notice



successes)

5. Audience-Focused

Communication

AIMS OF YES-NO-MAYBE

• Students develop habits
of

respectful listening,
engaged dialogue, and
peer
opinion sharing.

• Take a stance on a current
or historic event/problem,
acknowledge their peers’



similar and different
opinions.

Advisories Should Help Students to be able
to Think, Speak, and Act on Statements Like

These: Yes-No-or Maybe

• All schools should have metal
detectors for the protection of
students and staff.

• Students should participate in
school committees about bullying,



drugs and alcohol, and discipline.
In the Chat Box or Pair Share, Depending on

Technology:

• Do you agree (Yes), Disagree (No), or are you
not sure (Maybe)?

• State your opinion and listen to the opinion of
the other(s) in your group

• Then, in turn, give the reasons why you have
your opinion.

• ONLY listen to what your peers are saying;
do not comment while in subgroups.
Yes-No-Maybe in Curriculum Context



• Introduce Yes-No-Maybe

• Present statements / students engage in written reflection

• Yes-No-Maybe Round I
– Students move to designated places in room (or virtually) and discuss their reasons

for agreeing, disagreeing, or being “on the fence.”

– A spokesperson from each group reports out to the whole class about discussion.

• Students engage in close reading about the topic and synthesis

across multiple texts/resources

• Yes-No-Maybe Round II (repeat steps from Round I) •

Reflection & Assessment
– “Exit” slips, Flipgrid videos, Jamboards → How did your perspective change?

Setting Norms for Respectful



Listening for Yes-No-Maybe
Have students look at this picture in

pairs/small groups and discuss:
What do you see in this picture?
How sure are you? How do you know?
What else can it be?

What might someone else be seeing?

Have students share out to their classmates.
Ask them to listen only, be respectful, and
not comment. As needed, remind them of

these norms: attend to classmates and be
respectful. Once all have presented, thank
the students, conclude the activity, and say
that respectful listening is something you

will be asking them to in the future.

Advanced YES-NO-MAYBE



• After students become
accustomed to Respectful
Listening you can introduce
Constructive, Respectful
Questioning

• This is where, after listening to
the report-outs of pairs or
groups, students can ask a
constructive, respectful question
meant to clarify what one of
their peers said.
Yes-No-Maybe as an Initial Do-Now or Unit
Opener



Consider beginning with a Yes-No-Maybe discussion on a
question that  links into the curriculum or serves as an
opportunity to discuss a relevant  school issue:

There is nothing students can do to change the food
that  is served in the cafeteria. These are adult
decisions only.

What happened at the Capitol on January 6, 2021 does
not  require any more public discussion.

We read too many plays by Shakespeare and not
enough by  modern authors outside the Western
culture.

The Civil War was fought about States’ rights, more
than  about slaver.



John Pitman Weber, TILT (Together Protect the Community),
Chicago, 1976

YNM: This picture shows a community at peace.
What SEL skills are activated by posing this question and task
in the context of visual arts instruction?

Yes-No-Maybe Across the Curricula:
What Prompts Would You Pose?



• Visual and Performing Arts - Consider statements about

museums (making admission fees mandatory) or the intention

behind specific artistic works you are studying in your

curriculum

• ELL- Did the way an author executed the next step in the story,

portray a character, etc. seem right to you? Would you have had

the character act/the plot move in the way it did in the story? •
Science - Consider statements about clean energy initiatives, climate change, and
vaccines. Were inventions ultimately helpful? (e.g., atomic bomb, cell phone,
thermometer)
• Advisory - Discuss school mandates (wearing badges, not using phones) and issues

(misuse of bathrooms or rampant cheating).



Learn about all 5 strateies- order from ASCD now!

Available Resources That Add In, not On



• ** Fullmer, L., Bond, L., Nayman, S., Molyneaux, C., & Elias, M. J. (2022).
Students Taking Action Together: 5 Teaching Techniques to Cultivate

SEL, Civic Engagement, and a Healthy Democracy. ASCD. •

https://www.secdlab.org/labhighlights/2022/2/6/new-stat-book-now-

available-for-pre-order

• Elias, M. J., Murphy, N., & McClain, K. (2021). Morning Classroom
Conversations: Build Your Students’ Social-Emotional, Character and
Communication Skills Every Day. Corwin Press.

• Elias, M. J., & Leverett, L. (2021). Addressing equity through culturally
responsive education and SEL. National Professional Resources, Inc.
(www.nprinc.com)



Discussion Prompts to Help Build
Supportive, Inclusive Classrooms

• What should you do in my class if you are feeling anxious about an
exam, assignment, or project?

• What should you do if you are feeling distracted, saddened, or angered
by losses in your life, either past losses or ones you are anticipating, or
events reported in the media?

• When do you learn best?

• Who are the people you look up to most—in your family, in the
community, in history, or in various walks of life (theater, other arts,
sports, government, science, writing, etc.)? Why? How did they
accomplish what you admire?

• What are examples of hope, heroism, and positive moral conviction and
inspiration in your life right now? Who or what provides this for you, and
what strengths can you draw from them that you can apply to our work
in theater, and in your everyday life?

Discussion Prompts to Help Build
Supportive, Inclusive Classrooms



• What are examples of mistreatment of people you have seen or heard about
recently in your school, based on race, gender, ability/disability, or some
other personal characteristic? How about your community? Let’s talk about
an example where you acted based on what you saw: What happened?
What did you do?

• Now let’s talk about an example where you did not act based on what you
saw: What did you do instead? Why was it so hard to act? How did you feel?
What is the lesson learned from those feelings (e.g., hard to take action as
an individual; must be very confident about possible action; must be well
practiced and prepared for obstacles; must believe very strongly about what
the injustice is; must feel supported in taking an action)?

• Acts of everyday courage—tolerance, acceptance, reaching out to others—
are not simple and do require courage. Who or what are you most or least
willing to fight for, and why?

Lane Shift



Build Internalized Skills By Giving Reminders and Prompts
Areas Where Heuristics/

Prompting Strategies Can Help

• If we view children as amnesiacs… what strategies will we give



them to  remind them to use key skills well….and how will we
prompt them…. • Listening e.g., Listening Position
• Calming down when upset/anxious e.g., Keep Calm; Smell
the Pizza • Giving someone feedback e.g., Notice, Like,
Wonder • Responding to feedback from someone else
• Offering help to someone or responding to a request
from help • Asking another person for help
• Showing caring
• Communicating to audiences appropriately- BEST

• A Problem Solving Strategy to analyze and create content issues--
PLAN

Use Prompts to Build Skills:
Audience-Focused Communication

Use your BEST Skills in Context:



1. Body posture
2. Eye contact
3. Say appropriate words
4. Tone of voice and volume

Anger/Feelings Thermometer



Merge



Add IN, not “on”

Paradoxical Strategies for Fostering Tier 2 Youth
Engagement and Building Students’ SECD

• Meaningful, Participatory Student Government
• Staff/Student Committee Involvement



• Buddies, Mentors, and Tutors, across age and
ability

• Students as Researchers
• Graffiti Walls
• Open Forums for School Problem Solving
• Having a Voice/Diversity Monitoring
• Opportunities for Feedback and Reflection

A Service Learning Structure for
Tier 2 Interventions: Build
Purpose and Contribution

• Preparation
• Action • Reflection



• Demonstration

Newspaper Club;

• Formal Evaluation

• Celebration

• Your ideas??

GLO; Ability Groups

SEL/SECD
Competencies • Self
Awareness
• Self Management
• Social Awareness

• Relationship Skills
• Responsible Decision
Making and Problem
Solving

• Sense of Positive Purpose



Artistic Processes

• Creating
• Performing, Presenting,

Producing
• Responding

• Connecting

See the SEL-Arts Integration
and Lesson Plans at
SELarts.org and ArtsEdSEL.org

How Are These the Same? Different?

• Rockwell, 1943; Hank Willis Thomas and Emily Shur, 2012



https://www.secdlab.org/supplemental-lessons-1

Using PLAN To Analyze and Create Art
Problem Description
• What problem or issue was the picture* intended to address?
• When and where was this art created? What was happening at the time, historically and

within the artistic medium you are examining?
• What feelings do you have while viewing the picture? What in the picture leads to those

feelings? Content? Color? Style? Other?
• How are different individuals in the picture feeling? How can you tell? What story are

those differences telling?
• What don’t you understand in the picture?
• What would you have wanted to see added or clarified?

List Options
• What was the artist’s goal or purpose in creating this piece?
• How else do you think he might have achieved his goal?
• What virtues do you see portrayed in the art work? How are these virtues being

communicated?
• Pick 2-3 other virtues would like to see added, or two other ways the artist might have

communicated the virtues he or she selected. Think about the pros and cons of adding
those options or of communicating virtues in different ways.

• Pick one option that you would most like to have seen him or her try! •

*= can also refer to music, dance, theater, sculpture and other artistic forms



Using PLAN To Analyze and Create Art

Action Plan
• If you were asked to create a piece of art about the same topic, or

trying to address the same problem, either now or for different
points in history that you are studying, what would you have
included?

• Create Action Steps needed to get the necessary background and
prepare to carry out your new artistic idea.

• What bumps in the road might you encounter?
• What would be Plan B if those bumps got too bumpy?

Notice Successes!
• What do you feel is most successful and effective in the art you

observed? Why?
• Do you know how appreciated the artist was in his or her time?

Later? Do some research to find out if success was noticed, and
how. Share what you have learned with your classmates.

• If appropriate, determine what is most successful and effective in
the new art that you created. How can you find this out? What  have

you learned that can help you in future artistic efforts?



PLAN Problem Solving
Social Action Strategy

STAT uses the PLAN social action strategy applied to
existing curriculum content; it is not an “add on”

1) creating a problem description (P),
which defines the issue being discussed,

2) brainstorming a list of options (L) to solve the problem,

3) developing and acting on an action plan to solve the
problem (A), and

4) noticing successes as part of ongoing evaluation and
refinement (N).

See the PLAN Graphic Organizer in the PLAN materials, and PLAN
overviews in The Front Page and Educational Viewpoints articles at
www.secdlab.org/STAT



Available Resources:

• ** Fullmer, L., Bond, L., Nayman, S., Molyneaux, C., & Elias, M. J. (early
2022). Students Taking Action Together: 5 Teaching Techniques to
Cultivate SEL, Civic Engagement, and a Healthy Democracy. ASCD. •
• Elias, M. J., Murphy, N., & McClain, K. (Sept. 2021). Morning
Classroom Conversations: Build Your Students’ Social-Emotional,
Character and Communication Skills Every Day. Corwin Press.

• Elias, M. J., & Leverett, L. (October, 2021). Addressing equity through
culturally responsive education and SEL. National Professional
Resources, Inc. (www.nprinc.com)
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Courage, Persistence, and Support



Structures/Empowering Settings Are
Needed to Sustain Resilience “Don’t let
what you

cannot do
interfere

with what you
can do.”

John
Wooden

“The children
are
waiting.”



Ted Sizer
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Contact Information
• Maurice J. Elias, Ph.D. , Rutgers

University
• Director, Rutgers Social-Emotional and

Character Development Lab
(www.secdlab.org) @SECD

• Co-Director, Academy for Social
Emotional Learning (SELinSchools.org)
@SELinSchools

• Maurice.Elias@rutgers.edu and



www.edutoia.or/rofile/maurice


